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Despite the fact that motorways and expressways in Slovakia – and 
worldwide – are generally the safest road types in the country, there 
was actually a small but noticeable increase in serious road accidents 
on these high-standard Slovakian roads in the period 2012-2015.

In the light of the above, there was an urgent need to look for new 
ways to reduce the number of fatal and serious road crashes in 
Slovakia. It is clear that enforcement, increasing fines and a massive 
police presence on the roads had apparently reached their staff- and 
financial limits. Even the most recent restrictive tool implemented 
by the Slovakian Traffic Police Department – the so-called ‘objective 
responsibility institute’ – had not brought the expected effect.

Problem Definition

This case study highlights the R1 section Trnava – Nitra (38,2 km) dual 
carriageway motorway which formed part of a larger project supported 
by the NDS3 (Národná dial’niciná spolcnost’). In December 2013 the 
road R1 Trnava – Nitra was assessed using the iRAP protocols. 

The assessment results showed that none of segments was at the 
higher safety level (5 stars) and the majority of the length (both 
carriageways) scored 2 stars. At the following Figures and Tables, the 
results are shown, per carriageway.
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In 2015, 2741 people died on Slovakia’s roads as a result of road crashes and a further 10911 were seriously injured. 
The estimated Gross Domestic Product loss due to road traffic crashes was 1,4% in 20132.
The number of road deaths and crashes in Slovakia and on motorways and expressways had fluctuated between 
2012 and 2015 and were certainly not showing the hoped-for sustained decrease and contribution to European 
targets.  This was a common problem in Europe at that time.

Table 1. Road deaths (2012-2015)

Table 2. Serious injuries at road crashes (2012-2015)

Safe road infrastructure is – together with safe vehicles and safe 
drivers – one of the three basic pillars of an effective road safety 
system. EuroRAP´s experience confirms that targeted effective low-
cost road infrastructure countermeasures are able to reduce serious 
road crashes by 30-75%. Safer road infrastructure helps to ensure 
that simple driving errors do not result in death or serious injuries.

The Road Assessment results showed that only 41% of Slovakia’s 
motorways and expressways were star-rated 3 to 5. At this standard 
the road offers the greatest protection for vehicle occupants in case of 
a serious road accident. More than a half (52%) of this road network 
was rated 2-star and 7% was only 1 star, the lowest possible rating.
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Figure 1. Star Rating Trnava-Nitra (2013)

Figure 2. Star Rating Nitra-Trnava (2013)

Table 3. Star Rating Trnava-Nitra (2013)

Table 4. Star Rating Nitra-Trnava (2013)

The decisive factors for this surprisingly 
low Star Rating for some segments of the 
assessed motorway section were identified as 
being mainly the missing safety barriers and 
shoulder rumble strips on both passenger 
and driver side. Other factors such as steep 
downward slopes, unprotected demerge 
lanes,   narrow sealed shoulders added to this 
risk,  They created an unacceptably high risk 
of run-off crashes and consequently collisions 
with the many unprotected roadside objects. 
The high operating speed – up to 130km/h – 
was an additional risk factor.
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Countermeasures Implemented

The assessment results challenged the Slovak National Motorway 
Company (NDS) to implement the recommended road safety 
countermeasures on their network. The NDS representatives 
committed themselves to actively use SRIP (Safer Roads Investment 
Plan) outputs to eliminate the identified risks on Slovak motorways and 
expressways. NDS was also keen to align Slovakian road infrastructure 
safety standards with those of European countries more advanced in 
road safety. A series of meetings which brought together EuroRAP 
staff and NDS engineers was arranged and the access to the online 
software ViDA was given to the motorway company. NDS realised that 
– for a variety of economic and scheduling reasons – it wasn’t possible 
to implement all the countermeasures recommended within the SRIP. 

Instead, NDS pragmatically decided to focus on those countermeasures 
which were financially feasible at the time and were also at least partly 
in accordance with the company´s mid- and long-term investment 
plans. 

The finally selected countermeasures implemented were the following:

•	 completion of safety barriers, passenger side 

•	 delineation renewal (HRS) 

•	 sealed shoulder extension, passenger side 

•	 installing of energy absorbing barrier ends on demerge lanes 

•	 completion of retro-reflective studs within the central dashed line 

•	 completion of shoulder rumble strips, both passenger & driver 
side 

•	 installing of non-aggressive road signs (VRS) 

•	 extension of concrete barriers, protecting bridges 

•	 densification of flexible delineators (passenger side) 

•	 removal of unprotected dangerous objects (tree cutting) 

Picture 2. Extension of concrete barriers, protecting bridges, Before-After

Picture 1. Removal of unprotected dangerous objects (tree), Before-After
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Figure 3. Star Rating from Trnava to Nitra (2016)

Figure 4. Star Rating from Nitra to Trnava (2016)

Road Assessment

In 2016, after all selected countermeasures 
were applied, the road was assessed following 
the same methodology (iRAP protocol). At 
the following Figures and Tables, the results 
of the Star Rating scoring are presented (per 
direction of travel). 

Table 5. Star Rating Trnava-Nitra (2016)

Table 6. Star Rating Nitra-Trnava (2016)
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Table 7. Star Rating Before-After (carriageway from Trnava to Nitra)

Table 8. Star Rating Before-After (carriageway from Nitra to Trnava)

Results

After the countermeasures, implemented by NDS on 
this particular road section in the years 2014-2015, the 
most dangerous road sections (rated black = 1-star) had 
disappeared entirely.  More than 42% of the road re-
assessed after the implementation of countermeasures 
reached the globally-accepted iRAP standard of 3-stars or 
better.

The benefits of the risk reduction are evident. At the 
following Tables, the Star Rating scoring per carriageway 
improvement is presented, by comparing the two time 
periods when the assessment was performed (2013 vs 
2016).  The percentage of road rating 3-star or better had 
increased from 10% to 69% in one direction and from 0% 
to 16% in the other.  

Through simple and cost-effective countermeasures, a 
third of the current Slovak motorway and expressway 
network has now reached a road infrastructure safety level 
that is considered the minimum desirable in European 
countries that are leaders in road safety. This substantially 
reduces the risk of death or serious injury when a crash 
occurs.

Conclusions

In December 2013, the Slovakian motorway network was surveyed, 
assessed for safety and given a rating using the iRAP Star Rating 
protocol.

Between 2014 and 2015, a wide ranging package of improvements 
taken from an iRAP Safer Roads Investment Plan (SRIP) was 
implemented by NDS, the Slovak Motorway Company, on the Nitra-
Trnava section (38.2km). 

The package included improved delineation including shoulder 
rumble strips, widening of the sealed shoulder, removal of roadside 
hazards, widespread use of barriers and the use of energy absorbing 
terminals.

The improved road section was reassessed in February 2016, again by 
the iRAP Star Rating protocol.  It showed that the percentage of road 
rating 3-star or better had increased from 10% to 69% in one direction 
and from 0% to 16% in the other.

By upgrading this section and others on the network, a third of the 
whole Slovak motorway network reached the 3-star rating now being 
targeted by many countries in Europe.  On the upgraded roads a 
vehicle is now less likely to leave the carriageway and if it does there is 
less likelihood of a serious collision occurring.
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